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SEATTLE

UNIVERSITY

A trip through 'Paradise'
long and I
see them with their
out. 1really don't like men right now."
"Do you think you will ever fall in
love?"
said, I've been with this
"Iam. Like I
oneman forseven years."
The disc jockey's voice booms over
the sound
of themusic.
"
(her name), we need a dancer.
Come on we've got customers."
She puts out her cigarette.
"I have to go now. The boss is
getting nervous."
She fades into the darkness and
reappears under the red lights of the stage
and dances.
As you leave "Paradise" you look
back. She's not dancinganymore. She
is sitting in achair in a dark corner next
to the stage, the red lights outline her
figure slightly hunched over, her legs
crossed, her head resting on her lap and
her arms wrapped tightly around her
knees. She isalone.
Outside the fresh air feels good and a
light rain is falling now.
Around the corner you see "Show
World," nestled between several porno
shops. It is brighter than "Paradise."
It looks like an amusementarcade from
the outside. But inside you find it's a
sex shop. Porno magazines fill the
shelves in neat alignment. Several men
glance through them, and one looks up
at you. He immediately turns his eyes
away. In this fantasy land you are alone.
No one talks except theman behind the

By Suzan Koscak
Spectator Reporter

It costs $4 to get into "Paradise."
Outside, the dingy, white brick twostory building is lit in neon. The red
double doors are tied open reveal a
dimly lit flight of dirty wooden stairs.
Above the door hangs a red neon sign
edged with yellow light bulbs that flash
like a Las Vegas show sign. Yellow
letters in the center blink on and off:
"Live Girls."
Three youngmen are lingering outside
and their eyes watch as you enter the
building. Youhear amumbled comment.
At the top of the stairsa bright light
blinds you and you keep your eyes
lowered. The walls are painted dark and
the paint is cracked and missing in
places. The stairscreak as you walk up
andaman wearingan army jacketpushes
past you. You can't see his face. His
body blocks the glaring light for a
minute and then he disappears behind a
A man sits behind a glass window in
a small bare office and takes your
money. As you wait for the change you
look down the stairs and see three dark
figures moving slowly up the steps.
you someone is panting and you
cl the warm breath on your neck. But
iv don't turn around.
Loud music blasts your ears andover
microphone a monotone voice sounds
out of the darkness.
"It's Saturdaynight ladies. We've got
customers. You're not paid by the hour,
you're paid by the customer. Someone
up anddance."
A hanging mirrored ball spins above
i stage reflecting dizzying flashes of
red light that sweep across the floor,
tables, and walls. Across your face and
arms. The stage is empty. A cracked
mirror serves as abackdrop.
Dim lights in the far corners reveal
old red vinyl restaurant couches and
chairs haphazardly arranged. Metaland
wooden tables and chairs surround the
stage. The floor is bare and dark. The
hall resembles a dark abandoned
warehouse or empty parking garage.
Only two women are working. One
sits alone and another walks around the
place. You see her figure when she
passes under one of thelow hanging dim
lights and then she disappears into the
shadows. A man passes under a light
from the other end of the room and
disappearsagain. They movearound like
ina game of cat andmouse.
The voice from the glass booth is
speakingagain.
on ladies we've got
omers."
i woman wearing a black string
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counter.

Several pornography shops with "rap" booths and women dancers
are located in the area ofFirst Avenue andPike Street.
bikini top and bottoms, garter belt,
fishnet hose andblack high-heels comes
up to your table.
"Do you want something to drink?"
she says.
"I'll take abeer if you have any."
"We don'tserve alcohol."
She turns from the table and steps on
stage, then moves and bends over in
front of the man sitting at the edge. He
puts money into the front of her bikini
panties.
She approaches the table andoffers to
dance. Youtell her you want to talk.
"It will cost $20 dollars plus whatever
you want to give me."
"Why the extramoney?"
"The house takes $20 and Iget
whatever extra there is."
She takes the money and motions you
over to a booth in the corner, then walks
to where the disc jockey is, moving
slowly in a direct line,and gives him
your money. After a while she comes
overand sits down.
"You're not a cop are you?"

"No."
She lights up a cigarette.
"How long agodid you startdancing?"
"I've been workinghere on and off for
three years."
"Did you grow up in Seattle?"
"No. L.A. Iran away from home
when Iwas 14, it was a bad situation. I
was a prostitute..." she pauses, "for a
while...before Istarted dancing."
Her eyesbegin to water and she wipes
them, looks away and bows her head for
a second. You wonder...is she crying?
but don't ask.
"I want to own my own business,
probably a Kelly Girl type of place."
"Do you think that will happen
soon?"
"I don't know, right now Ijust pay
my rent."
"Does your job interfere with your
personal life?"
"No. I've been with the same man
now for seven years."
Thereis silence, and then she says, "I
hate sexbecause Iwork withmenall day
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"Can Ihelp you?" he asks.
"No. Thank you."
On the other side of the brightly lit
shop are games and toys in shapes of
different parts of the human anatomy.
There are items you can imagine and
ones you cannot
A sign points to a flight of red
carpeted stairs and another sign says
"Live girls, dancing, booths, videos."
Yet another says "Enjoy."
You turn the comer at the top of the
stairs and see a long hallway lit with
pink, and blue neon lights. There are
doors on each side of the hallway with
numbers at the top and a girls' name on
each one.
Half of the rooms have private video
screens with a selection of 18 channels.
Theothers have glass booths inside. All
of the rooms have buckets with tissues
placed nearby.
One room in the center says
"Dancers." You go in and put a quarter
into the metal box and a screen goes up.
Three girls are dancing. One is wearing
a bathrobe, another hason purple bra and
panties, and another is wearing an
unbuttoned black and white striped man's
shirt. She motions you to her booth.
(continued on page two)
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The state of American pornography

AuthoropposesMeesereport

I
Philip Nobile, co-authqr,
United States vs. Sex.
By John Teehan
SpectatorEditor

Last July theMeese Commission, declaring therehas been an "explosion of
obscenity" in America, made 92 recommendations in dealing with pornography.
In October the Commission announced they were creating a task force
so pornography can be "pursued with a
vengeanceand prosecuted to the hilt."
The targets of the campaign will be
child pornography, and movies, magazines or other pornographic depictions of
sado-masochism and violent or degrading
sexually explicit conduct, as defined by
the Commission.

The Commission came to the conclusion that there isa link between pornography and violence; it seeks to establish stiffer federal penalties for obscenity; and to put into effect tougher labor
laws.
The Meese Commission findings
overturn a 1970 presidential commission
that studied pornography. The conclusion was pornography had no significant
effect on behavior.
Philip Nobile, editorial director of
Forum magazine, a publication of Penthouse, does not think the Meese Commission came up with a worthy definition of pornography. In a telephone
interview last week from Boston,Nobile
said the Commission definition "is so
broad it means nothing."
Nobile said material that is predominately sexually explicit or designed to
arouse sexual excitement wouldbe considered pornography by the Attorney
General's Commission on Pornography.
"The Meese Commission had great
difficulty arriving at a definition of pornography," Nobile said. "At one point a
female commissioner wondered whether
it would be wrong for a wife to commit
necrophilia on the corpse of her dead
husband.
"Necrophilia, was that wrong was
thatpornographic?"
In 1973 the Supreme Court established the present definition for pornography in the case of Miller vs. California, saying anything that does not
have "serious literary, artistic, political
or scientific value" would not be pro-
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Tales from the booth
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tccted by the First Amendment.
Another point of Miller that is not
protectedby the First Amendment are
works that depict or describe in a patently offensive way sexual conduct that is
specifically outlawedby state law.
"I believe the Miller standard is a
censor intellectually," Nobile said. "It
limits sexual ideas to the whimsy of 12
jurors."
Jerry Sheehan, legislative director of
the American Civil Liberties Union,
agrees.
"It is our (ACLU) position that the
governmentshould never have the power
to control published materials."
He calls the Meese Commission a
"group selected for their pre-determined
views on the matter of sexual materials,
and not a group that was brought together for any truly,intellectually honest
or scientific objective review of the
subject matter."
Supporting Nobile's andthe ACLU"s
position on protecting the freedom of
speech and expression is Karen Bosley,
executive director of the Seattle Rape
Relief Clinic. But shebelieves thereisa
correlation between pornography and
violence.
"There areresearch studies," she said,
"that looked at violent kinds of pornography and showed whenmen viewed violent pornography for x-amountof
hours, that they have less empathy for
rape victims.
"The problem with making an
absolute, scientific (study) is that you
would literally have to show porno"I feel I
know more about men then
when I
first started. To them it is just a
recreation, a release, or just someone to
talk to. What they tell meis confidential
and they trust me."
The light goes out and she motions
for more money.
"No that's alright, thanks for talking
to me."
Youhang up the phone and start down
the stairs to go outside.
Your mind wanders back to a place
similar to this onein Los Angeles where
you interviewed a girl named Jenny.
She'd been working the booths for three
years.
She said there aremillions of reasons
why men go to porno shops and to the
booths. She said it is lonliness that
brings them. For others it's a need for
tenderness but most of the time it's for
relief.
She told you about sitting behind the

...
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graphy to someone and watch and see
and
whether they commit a crime
literally allow them to commit that
crime."
Nobile believes men with no sexual
education aremore likely to be sex offendersrather than men whohadalot of sex
and saw alot of pornography.
Michael Kelliher,director of criminal
justice at Seattle University, said the
"critical variable is maturity." He
believes an immature male of any age
may allow pornographic material to lead
to violence against women.

Status quo should remain
Nobile agrees with the status quo on
pornography. He does not think hardcore should be on television andhe does
not support child pornography. But he
believes hard-core should be available at
video stores for the consumption of all
consenting adults.
He said this could all change if the
anti-pornographers get their way.
"We dohavemuch to fear ~ we people
who are pro-sexual speech, from the
Supreme Court of this day," Nobile said.
"After all, the Supreme Court (recently) upheld an appeal on a Georgia statute
that outlawed sodomy. The Supreme
Court allowed to be outlawed by the
states an act that is considered moral by
the Catholic Church.
"The Catholic Church says anal and
oral sexbetween amananda woman isa
perfectly moral act as long as the
(continued on page four)
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screen,and hearing the quartersdrop into
the metal box, sometimes there was no
sound because the men put in dollars,

and it caught her caught off guard when
the motors whirred on and the screenrose
and all that was between her and him
was this clear half inch thick plexiglass
window,and you remember your script
and you do improvisations andremember
you are an actress, these arelines you're
just saying and you are ina play. They
never touch you.
"Hi honey, it's you and me alone,
put more money in so we're not
disturbed It's beautiful, what do you
want me to wear? To do? Oh, touch
myself? Oh yours isrealnice."
Aplastic bucket sits inher room and
when she sees the man isabout to useit
she pressesher body against the window
to help turn him on more. Sometimes
they mess on the window and she gets
(continued on page four)
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Plasma
is so precious to life,

EARN EXTRA CASH
FOR HELPING OTHERS!

The woman pictured spoke about her job in the "rap" booths and its
effects on her personal life.
(continued from pageone)

"I'm in number three, come on over,"
she says.
Number three flashes "vacant." You
open the door to her booth. She
motions you to put money, $5 a minute,
in the slot and she starts to take off her
shirt.
"Don't undress,Ijust want to ask you
a few questions, o.k?"
She motions to the box for the
money, you put it in anda light comes
on.
You pick up the phone and she picks
up her phone inside the booth. You
talk.

She is 21 and has been working the
booths for about five months. She says
she enjoys her job and that it doesn't
affect her personal life.
She is going to school and she has a
goal in life and does not expect to work
in this place for very long. The money
is easy she says, but the job is harder
then it looks.
"I would like a job whereI
can say to
people what Ido." She confesses
probably wouldn't tell anybody what she
does for a living. "If Imet a man that I
wanted to be with and he asked me to
quit I
probably would."

By donating plasma you can earn

$20 per week
$5 Bonus
all new donors
No appointment necessary
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Every Tuesday

& Thursday
all students donating
receive free gift
(1st donation only)
Bring student I.D.
7 a.m. -2 p.m.

Cutter Biological, a division of Miles Laboratories,Inc.
2015 Bth Aye @ Virginia, Seattle.624-7927.
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Two runfor three spots

Senate elections scheduled for today

By Allison Westfall
Spectator News Editor

president, said that originally there had
been four candidates but two dropped out
of the election at the lastminute.
She said that the senate will appoint a
student to fill in the extra seat next

Elections will be held today for three
open senate positions with only two
peoplerunning.Voting willbe held in the
Chieftain from 10 a.m. to 8 p.m.
There will be no question and answer
forum for the candidates.
Lorine Singleton, ASSU 2nd vice

quarter.

The two students running are Norah
McCabc and Andrea Soulicr.
"It is a waste of time to have an
election for only two people," she said,
"but the senate wanted to have it any
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ways."
Singleton said that the former
candidates have approached her about
re-entering therace but she said they can
wait until nextquarter.
"We can't have them dropping in and
out. It's just too late for that." Singleton
said.
Singleton, whois temporarily in charge
of managing the election process after the
resignation of Ric Dietrich elections

Norah McCabe
Norah McCabe is running for senate
because she wants to become more
involved and to encourage more
freshman to become involved.
McCabe was appointed to fill a vacant
senate position this fall and has been
working on the senate's finance
committee.
The freshman Matteo Ricci student
said she plans on increasing student
involvement by gettingpeople to come
to senatemeetings andask questions.
She also wants to encourage people
to attend ASSUevents suchas dances.
McCabe is involved withdrama and
is in this quarters play.

co-ordinator, wanted McCabe and Soulier

to be interviewed by the senate and then
appointed.
Singleton said the senate recently
appointed Joe Lcvan to fill a position
vacated by Kathryn Gentry who was
elected last spring.
The three senators leaving are Tom
Emanuel, Ted Byrne, and McCabe who
was appointed to fill aone quarter vacant

seat.
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Andrea Soulier
Andrea Soulier is running for senate
because she wants to "get involved on
campus."
The 19-year-old freshman transfer
student said she wants to change some
physicalproblems on campus.
One of her first projects, if elected,
wouldbe changing the blinking yellow
crosswalk sign by Campion to a timed
stop light, she said.
She said that creating a
communications bridge between the
students and the administration would
be a goal.
Soulier said an open forum with
"certain key administrators" would be
one way of opening communications.

Hunthausen supports
Bishop's recent letter
By John Teehan
SpectatorEditor
When America'sCatholic bishops met
last week in Washington, D.C., they refused to challenge the pope concerning

CO

Seattle's Archbishop Raymond Hunthausen pictured at a
peace vigil responded last week to a letter fromU.S. bishops.
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(continued on page four)

Now Open

Seattle Jaycees

The New High Tech Toy Store

...for all Ages!

(a seminarfor the prevention of teensuicide)

Nov. 20, 1986
Pigott Auditorium

Seattle University Campus
7 p.m. to 10 p.m.
l
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some of theissues promulgatedby ArchbishopRaymond Hunthausen.
Due to an apostolic visitation ordered
by the Vatican in 1983, much of Hunthausen's power has been turned over to
Donald Wuerl, the auxiliary bishop appointed by Rome. But Hunthausenis not
distressed.
Ata press conference last Friday at the
Catholic Archdiocese,Hunthausen said,
"It is important to point up that Idon't
really see the statement from Bishop
Malone and supported by the bishops at
the conference as necessarily coming
down on any one side as opposed to another."
Bishop James Malone,president ot the
National Conference of Catholic Bis-

hops, said in a statement that the
American bishops have no authority to
intervene between the pope and individual bishops. The message also pledged
theconference's support for the pope.
"I read that document as saying, 'of
course we support the Holy Father,'"
Hunthausen said. "You will see in my
(that) Iwould never
documentation
want to give the impression I
don't (support the pope).
"I even make the statement that I
would rather resign, then to give that
indication,"he said.
But there is concern over the bishops'
position.
Lisa Ursino-Nance, worship coordinator at Seattle University's Campus
Ministry, said, "Iam really disappointed
in the bishops, that they didn't come out
stronger (in support of Hunthausen).
And, not only in support of him, but

Admission freebut pleasebringa canof food for the hungry
in conjunction with S.U.sOxfam program and Jaycee W.I.S.H
(Washingtonians Involvedin Serving the Hungry)

—

A REAL TOY STORE

—

BROADWAY AND PIKE INSEATTLE
905V& EASTPIKE

Nevus
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Obscenity

Paradise
(continued frompage two)

madbecause it's not pleasant for the next
customer.

She says she knows each of her
regular's secrets. "Iknow what they like
that's why theykeep coming back."
"A guy could say to his wife 'I'm
going down the street for a six pack' and
he could go into this place for 15
minutes and get off,pick up his six pack
and go home. They tell me stories like
this all the time. Some guys even read
me poetry, or press $500 against the
window saying 'meet meina motel, but
would
I
can't because if Igot found out I
getfired."
"If these men would devote thetime to
their wives that they spend in these
booths they could make their marriages
work," she says.
"You know, later on you meet your
boyfriend. He doesn't ask you how the
night went--he's accepting of the job.
He knows you need the money to get
through school and that someday you
won'tbe doing this anymore.
1

"You rollbetween the twisted sheets
in your dark room and tell him you love
him-and then your customers faces flash
through your mind— for a second-not
because they were exciting but because
youremember you must have said Ilove
you to at least thirty-five men that night,
and somehow making love has lost its
potency. You hear him say somewhere
in the back of you thoughts 'what's
wrong?' 'Nothing' you tell him. And
somehow you feel a little robbed-you
feel damaged."
"I work so hardand I'm always on the
run between school and my job here, I
don't have the time to think about the
ghings that Ido and say in that booth.
Someday when Islow down I'm gonna
have alot to pay for."
Outside you find your parked car, get
in and turn the ignition on and drive
away from the glaring lights of "Show
World" and head for home. As youlook
in your review mirror you catch a
glimpse of a solitary figure going into
thered double doors of "Paradise."

Hunthausen

want unity.

(continued from page three)

that they would come out and acknow-

ledge that the process of the visitation
was unjust."
What prompted the apostolic visitation in 1983 was that several of Hunthausen's views and areas of his pastoral
ministry came under attack by individuals and groups within and outside the
Catholic Church.
Asa result of the visitation Wuerl was
given full authority in five areas of
concern. The overall leadership andadministration of the archdiocese,however,
continues to be the responsibility of
Hunthausen.
"I think the whole notion of an apostolic visitation is an appropriate one,"
Hunthausen said. "I think the whole experiencebegan with the best of will."
However,Hunthausen said the meaning of the visitation has been lost.
"I feel that if Icould have been allowed to invite the (apostolic) invitation,
to turn the emphasis around, that it
would nothave become seen as a trialor
as an investigation, but what it really
was meant to be at the outset, an apostolic visitation,"he said.
Hunthausen said the only way for the
archdiocese to function properly is to
have full authority restored to him.
Ursino-Nance agrees."Rome wantsus
out of the media; they want quiet, they

"Thebest way for us to be quiet is for
us to get Hunthausen's powers restored
to him. The best way we can do that,
and for Rome to save face, is to address
the fiveareas."
Although the congregation in the archdiocese is concerned over the situation,
they seem to be growing by it, Hunthausen said.
"There isan element of prayer, thereis
coming
together Ihave had more
a
people speak to me in the hope that we
might find aresolution to this," he said.
"I grant that ithas caused a bit of suffering and anguish and it probably will
continue to do that, but that again, it
seems to me, is part and parcel of the
Christian life."
Hunthausen said he has never been
asked to resign. He also said he will
continue to protest at Bangor if there is
anoccasion to.
Although he does not like all the attention he has been receiving, he sees a
purpose to it.
"I think it's a marvelous moment to
become aware of what is church," he
said. "Weneed to address the concerns in
church and grow out of adversity to recognize that weare nota perfect church.
"Unless we identify what we need to
we just will not be
do to be better
building the Kingdom."
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(continuedfrom page two)

ejaculation eventually takes place in the
vagina."
Nobile concluded: "Therefore, the Supreme Court is being holier than the
pope ona matter of sexualmorality."
Nobile has an unusual background for
his current position. He studied for the
Catholic priesthoodin the 1960s andhas
graduate degrees in theology and philosophy from Boston University and the
Higher Institute of Philosophy at the
Catholic University of Louvain in
Belgium.
Healso worked as acolumnist for the
National Catholic Reporter in the '60s.
Nobile said the Meese Commission
findings will have no affect on the content of men's magazines, although it
might on circulation.
"Ihave writtenan expose of theMeese
Commission for Penthouse," Nobile
said. "That's how we responded to the
~
Meese Commission we exposed their
lies in our book."
An engineered conspiracy

Nobile co-aulhored "United States Of
America vs. Sex: How The Meese
Commission Lied About Pornography."
The publisher is Bob Giiccione,publisher of Penthouse. He describes the
bookas ano-holds-barred accountcharg-

ing the Reagan administration with a
carefully engineeredconspiracy todeprive
Americans of their First Amendment
rights.
Bosley agrees with protection of the
First Amendment, even for pornography.
"I don't think denying people theright to
~
read that stuff as much asIhate it is
the right way to go."
Because of community pressure
Southland Corp., which owns most 7-11
convience stores, removed such magazines as Penthouse and Playboy from
their shelves. Nobile said: "It is crazy to
sell videos with mutilated breasts when
you refuse to sell pictures with naked
breasts in men's magazines." Some convience stores sell/rent x-rated videos.
Nobile cannot tolerate anti-pornography supporters. "The anti-pornographers
are among the dumbest people in the
UnitedStates."
Meanwhile the courts, support groups
and anti-pornographic people continue
the struggle to define and regulate the
smut industry.
Gary Chamberlain,associate professor
of theology and religious studies at SU,
said, "What is pornography to one person may not be pornography to another.
"Depicting women as objects of lust
that's pornography. Itis
or violence
depiction
the
of the part of the person
rather than the whole person."

-
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Porno and journalism?
By Angie Babcock
Spectator Sports Editor
Pornography, Feminism and
Journalism. How do these tie together?
Well, they don't.
I'm proud to be a feminist and I'm
proud to be a journalist. But how can I,
as a feminist, support the explotation of
human bodies found in pornography and
how can I, as a journalist, support
censoring freedom of expression foundin
pornography?
Theanswer is not clear.
Being a feminist means that Iam
striving for an end to sexism and racism
in our society. Not just for females, but
for males also.
Pornography cripples the waysociety
thinks.
It stereotypes females as weaker and
males as stronger.
A sort of "Beauty and the Beast"
mythology.
When a person sees these stereotypes
many times it becomes engrained. How
can the sexism and racism in this
country bereversed whenit is constantly
being reinforced bypornography?
The most forward typeof pornography
portrays the female being overpowered
and "conquered"by amale figure,usually
violently. Although Istrongly disagree

with the statement the Meese
Commission made tying violent acts and
sexual assault to pornography, Ido
believe that this is a learned behavior.
People can submit to thinking that
violence is an acceptable way to treat
people.
The problem arises here. As a
journalist I
seek the power to write what
I
want and print what Iwant as protected
by the First Amendment. So how canI
justify the censoring or totalelimination
ofpornography?
I
can't
As much as I
dislike pornography, I
must as a writer,believe in the power of
the press and the freedom to speak,
publish and print. The pornographers
have a right to issue what they chose,
whether itbe byprint, broadcast or live.
If we start censoring this, it will never
end and the next thing we know our
society will be burning more books and
hunting more witches.
Our country was established on the
First Amendment and it belongs to each
and everyone of us. We can't forget that.
Somehow this freedom outweighs my
feminist views,(but only a small
fraction), and Imust grant the
pornographers of this country the right
to exploit, oops Imean publish, as they
feel fit.

Peaceniks think twice
To the Editor:
The most recent "Resist Trident"
rallies have revealed that hypocrisy and
naivete prevailamong thepeaceniks.
First of all, in the blinding light of
theiranti-nuclear zeal, the peacenikshave
overlooked the injustices countless
people have suffered because of the
conventional weapons of the Soviet
Empire. In particular, the thousands
starved everyday in Ethiopia, due to the
forced resettlement policies of the
Soviet-style government there; the
hundreds of innocent lives the Soviets
murdered in the KAL 007 incident; the
thousands of innocent people being
killed in Afganistan since 1979, by the
Soviet troops there; thelist goes on.
The Resist Trident movementknows
about these atrocities, but do they make
any effort to protest them? While Molly
Atkinson is busy protesting in cold, wet
andmiserable Bangor, does she take time
to think about those innocent Russians,
who, because they dared to speak out
aginst their government,are doing forced
labor in cold, wet andmiserable Siberia?
Do the peaceniks utterone wordabout
the offensive nuclear weapons of the
Soviet empire?
The peacenik's
hypocrisy is evident, in fact, the length
of their hypocrisy even exceeds the
length of BillMoyer's hair.

Secondly, thereis something far worse
than terminal cancer, it's terminal naivete
and the peaceniks are suffering from it
While they rally against Trident, the
peaceniks don't realize what the real
threat to peace is. The real threat to
peace is the possibility that the United
States will give up a vital portion of its
nuclear deterrent and hence, security, in
return for a piece of paper with the
signature of some Soviet thug on it. In
this senario, the Soviets would have
achieved their goal ofnuclear superiority,
and the United States would have to
decide between two choices 1) give up
and surrender to the Soviet's nuclear
blackmail or 2) launch what nuclear
weapons they have in a losing effort.
Both would have the same consequence:
a loss of American lives and freedom to
Soviet tyranny.
Idon't think those are our only
choices, we need not sign a faulty arms
agreement with the Soviets, we don't
have to be red or dead. Rather, we
should continue strengthening our
nuclear deterrent withdefensive weapons
like the Trident and the Strategic Defense
Initiative, in our efforts to resist the
Soviet Empire for loveand for life.

--

—

--

Peter Vandenberg
Seattle
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Letter of the week
What a pitiful start
To theEditor:

The question is overdue. What has
happened to the Spectator this year?

Last years Spectator was the most

dynamic student newspaper in the
Northwest But that fabledenergy seems
to be a dim memory now. Staff
members are grumblingandreadershave
grown contemptuous with the coverage
of events. And after watching the first
semester's results of this year's
Spectator, frankly I'm dismayed by die
lackof credibleperformance.
Irealize that all new staffs need time
to settle in. But the timid reporting and
cheesecakearticles thatreaders havebeen
subjected to are evidence more of alack
of leadership than of a new crew settling
in.
The irony of the situation is that the
world's eyes are focusedon the Emerald
City in general andSeattle University in
particular. But you wouldnever know it
byreading the studentnewspaper.
Seattle's Archbishop Hunthausen is
under pressure from the Vatican to step
down. Plus gay Catholics, married
priests and a growing discontent with
Rome's authority have helped fuel the
fires of theological unrest that currently
existsin the American Catholic Church.
And SU and the Spectator are sitting
like two ducks in the eye of this
theological tornado. Yet with the
exception of one lack-luster article, a
rehash of a previously published story
about Hunthausen, the Spectator hasn't
touched any of thesecrucial issues.
While mislack of coverage might be
dismissed as simply inept, the fact that
the Spectator has apparently chosen to
completely ignore Father Sullivan's role
as a promoter of the Goodwill Games
smacks of crony journalism.
I've read "sunshine articles" about the
basketball team this year but nothing
whatsoever about Sullivan's role in these
ethically questionable games.
When will the Spectator ask the
questions that seem so painfully

obvious. For example, how Fath'v
Sullivan, as a spiritual leader in ie
church,cancondone doingbusiness with
a country that is methodically carrying
ona genocidal war against the people of

Afghanistan?

But it seems these questions, like a
lot of others, will not be asked, not by
the Spectator at least
Instead,for seven Hand issues readers
have been told repeatedly that the
newspaper is striving to focus on
objectivity and campus coverage, as if
thosewere new and novel ideas.
But in this case, worthy goals don't
make for instant success. Instead it
would appear that the paper has been

gaggedand blinded,delivered upit seems
to those interests who relish theidea of a
subserviant studentpress.
Yet the situation with the Spectator
is also a reflecion on the journalism
department,as wellas SU.
As a journalism graduate from SU,
I'm concerned that the journalism
program seems to lack both a sense of
direction and a visibly stronger
leadership. This year's Spectator seems
toprove theoldadage that you can'thave
a team without acoach.
As an alumni, I'm distressed when I
see my alma mater publishing a
newspaper that prints one dimensional
news, rather than having the moral
strength to encourage students to focus
on the truth of the hard and thorny issues
thatconfront us.
It's not toolate for the Spectator. The
talent is there; the enthusiasm is still
bubbling beneath the surface. It has a
history itshouldbe proudof.
Yet unless SU and the journalism
department takea long hard look at their
leaderless team, they will continue to
publish a bullcntin board, not a

newspaper.
But then again, maybe that's what
they want?
Cbuliaine O'Reilly
Spectator Editor 85/86

THE CRYSTAL FAMILY
SPA & TANNING SALON
722 Broadway (1 block west of S.U. Library)
"Seattle'sOldestFamilyHealth Spa"
Est. 1927

(A Miss Washington-U.S.A.PageantSponsor for S.U. student KellyPencoske) t

As we enter our 60th year serving the N.W., we would like to thank S.U
students, staff, and faculty for many years of patronage! Starting Nov.8,
S.U.customers (with valid I.D.) will receive a 10% discount
in our comfortable tanning facilities.

1visit
5 visits

10 visits

I

Regular
$5.50

S.U.discount

$22.50

10%
10%

10%

$35.00

(First session is complimentary, when5 ormore sessions are purchased)
Private saunas & steamrooms available

-

Come visit or call "The Crystal"
Sun.,Tues., Wed., Thurs. 1p.m. 9 p.m.
Fri., Sat. 1p.m. 11 p.m.
Closed Mondays
Remember its a long gray wet winter in Seattle!

-

"LOOK HEALTHY & FEEL GOOD"
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Sadism: The price
of pornography

Sexual mores
a la big brother?

By David Ellinger
Spectator Opinion Editor
We're going to start with a very trite
quote. Trust me, it has particular
meaning this time.
"We, the people, in order to form a
more perfect union..."
Keep this in mind, I'll come back to

By Guy Ariel
Spectator Contributor

And here, I'd like to include a
definition. Pornography, according tc
Webster's: "writings, pictures, etc.
intended primarily to arouse sexual
desire." Whoops! That includes erotica.
Pornography, in this column: "writings,
pictures, etc intended only to arouse
sexual desire."
Surprise! I'm taking the so-called
"conservative" side of this issue. That's
right; you found me out. Spiro Agnew,
here we come, right?
No comment.
Rather than defend the Meese Commission, Iwant to begin (yet again) by
stating firmly that I
hold no regard for
Mr.Meese andhis entourage.
I'm not coming from the perspective
that we are allowing the godless hordes
to run rampant, spreading all that nudity
across the WonderBread America that we
all know it would be, if only we got rid
of the filth.
You probably guessed it, but that's
not me.
Rather, I'm coming from an
unidentifiable perspective that has one
simple premise: women deserve to be
treated better inAmerica than they are.
That's it.
Nomore.
And from this premise, it follows
simply and clearly that therehave to be
some restrictions on pornography that
demonstrates violence towards women.
You didn't think it was that simple,
did you?
Ah, but here come the torrent of
responses, ofreasons why we shouldpermit theunrestrictedsale of pornography.
First, many people firmly believe
that, because there has been no
government study which found a direct
link between violent pornography and
crime, we should not censor such
pornography (presumably, until such
studies arise).
Guys, do wehave to wait for scientific
proof all the time? Don't we have
enough reasoning powers to draw
together twosimilar objects?
We are not perfect scientists. We
don't have all the answers. In such an
elusive problem, the answers become
even more difficult to find.
I
can see it now:
"Sir, now that you are in prison, can I
ask you a few questions? Good, good.
Now, what are you in prison for?
Perfect! Perfect! Well, have you ever
seen or purchased any violent
pornography? Wonderful! Did it
involve chains? Oh. Well, how about
whips? Excellent! Bob, we got a whip
here! Mark it down!"
Iventure that it will be very difficult
to find conclusive evidence linking
pornography and crime. Violent pornography is a relatively new media (20
years?). And,in light of the time it will
take for studies to be properly made, we
have to go on our educated guesses.
Place yours where you choose.
A second objection stems from the

following line of reasoning: "If you
censor pornography, you are repressing
people further. I'd rather have the guy in
his room with a magazine than out on
the streets."
reply:
To whichI
Self-fulfillment is ultimately unsatisfying. Yes,in the short run,the user (of
violent pornography) will be, ina sense,
pacified. However, violent pornography
educates them. It shows them the very
best way to vent their violence towards
women. It points them in the most
graphic direction.
And, in the end, it will not be
adequatelysatisfying. He will be tiredof
masturbation, and will want to find the
real thing. Most men go through this
process (usually, without the violence),
and it seen.., natural that it will happen
with them.
The final,and most frequently used,
argument against restrictions of violent
pornography recalls the first amendment of theBill of Rights. Free speech,
man. Freedom of the press.
Which makes me look like a totalitarian. Which Iam not

What is pornography? Random House
dictionary defines itas "literature,art or
photography of erotic or sexual acts
intended to excite prurientfeelings."
Is this good or bad? Good or bad for
whom? Isall ofit bad, someofit bador
none of it bad? Who is to say? Who is
to determine the intent of the producer?
Who is to say what type of pornography
will incite prurient feelings? Why are
these feelings themselves necessarily
bad?
Our governmenthas created the Meese
Commission to examine porno- graphy.
It's objective is to answer these andother
questions. This effort is ~ to say the
least stupid! The questions re- quire
answers of personal evaluation which can
not be verified by hard facts.
Furthermore, the acts of this commission are in gross violation of our
constitutional rights. They violate First
Amendment rights of the publishers.
This because the commission, along
with others, have pressured certain con-

-

Point
Counterpoint
To this, I
remind the reader of the
following.
Slander, libel, inciting a riot, conspiracy.
All laws pertaining to the above
restrict the use of free speech. When the
right to free speech interferes with the
rights of others, when free speech is a
cause of behavior which is harmful to
others, these rights shouldbe questioned.
And, to me, this is one of those times
where free speech and press should be
suspended. For Iwant to make this
country thebestitcan be. Included with
that is thatI
believe that women deserve
better protection from violence and
sexism.
"Right and stupid. Right and sick.
Right and complex. Right and necessarily unconstitutional.
"We don't seem to have a word for
'wrong' in the moral sense, as
" in,for
example, 'theft is wrong.'
Meg
Greenfield.
I'm sorry,maybe I'm beingpigheaded,
but violence towards womenis wrong.I
draw theline there.
Iwant to make it a more perfect
union. To do that, the line must be
drawn. Otherwise, we have a more
mediocre union.
And, as a member of "the people," I
seeno other way to do it but to restrict
violent pornography.

venience stores into removing selected
magazines from their shelves.
Theseothers are Jerry Falwell and his
Moral Majority and several television
Evangelists. The main argument they
cite is that some convicted rapists have
had pornographic materials in their
possession. The theory being that such
items incite the rapist. Yet,they totally
ignore the thousands of law-abiding citizens whohave thesematerials.
The theory of rape incitement has not
yet been proven.
Other backers of the Meese Commission, besides the "Moral Morons,"
are various spokespersons for the Women'sLiberation Movement. They loud-

ly cry that pornography is degrading and
dehumanizing. I
have no idea how to
"dehumanize" a person. How do you
remove their humanity? Do the models
subject themselves to this process unknowingly? The entire dchumanization
concept is pure drivel!
The whole bit of nonsense is foolish,
ridiculous and dangerous. Dangerous because it allows government to enter into
prior restraint and censorship. It has gotten completely outof hand.
Erotic art has existed since the very
beginning of time. Iseriously doubt
that it has had anything to do with the
acts of the "Son of Sam," Adolph Hitler
or Joseph Stalin.
We must remember that a large
portion of the world's greatest art is
based upon erotic themes. Ifail to see
howa picture of the naked female breast
can be as harmful as the watching of
bloody war scenes on television. I
do
not believe that any violent incentive is
derived from the viewing of detailed
sexual embrace.
Children andadolescents are intensely
interested in all things sexual. Itis their
natural expression of the desire for
learning. Pornography can be a learning
aid.
Like it or not, sex is here to stay! We
engage in practicing it, we write about it
and make pictures of it. In short, we
like it. Government has no constitutional directive to actively prevent it's
citizenry from producing or possessing
pornography.
The Falwells and Swaggarts have
absolutely no right to force the withdrawl of these materials from store
shelves. These materials are created by
the people as a direct expression of the
human condition.
The Meese Commission and other
"protectors" of the public morale should
put their working time to better use.
George Orwell's vision of "Big
Brother" watching us is rapidly becoming a fact in this time.
I
do not want "Big Brother" to watch
over me.
Idemand an immediate halt toall such
attempts atcensorship.

-"
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A day in the night of a strip joint

Deja Vu provides a fantasy world of beautiful dancing girls
By Allison Westfall
SpectatorNews Editor
"Look into another world. You can
talk to a pretty girl. She's all you've
dreamed about. Don't fall in love.
She's a beauty,aone ina million girl."
—The Tubes.
A white satin robe with elaborate
flowers woven in the fabric drapes her
to mid-thigh. She wearsa white fringe
bikini top with matching fringe
bottoms. The black lights illuminate
her guise into that of a voluptuous
firefly.
She's a beauty.
Dancing in slow pelvic thrusts which
gently waves through her body, she
turns her perfect face towards me.
The pursed candy red lips ofseduction
instantly blend into a smile and her
body relaxes as she realizes I'm a
woman too. The black haired beauty
gives me achuckle and my boyfriend a
knowing smile and leaves for the next
table.
doing in a place like this?
What am I
The only female with pants on in Deja
Vu, a dance/strip joint on Bothell N.E.
Deja Vuis mild compared to the dance
halls of first avenue. Purchase price
includes your first drink free. There is
no alcohol served so 18-year-olds can
attend.
There appears to be no 18-year-olds in
the audience. Instead, they appear to be
in their late 20s to their 60s.
The women are all beautiful even
though the sign advertises "3 ugly
ones."
Lisa (my name for her), dressed in a
red leather halter top with fringe
beneathherbreasts anda tight buckskin
skirt, whispered into my ear, "Do you
want to dance for him?" Shelooked at
me and then at my date, "We get lots of
couples here."
Ishook my head, no.
"When I
first came in here I
thought
it was great," Lisa said, "and the
moneys really good. I
needed money
and Ididn't want to go down to First
Avenue soIdancehere."
"Plus someday when Ihave a
husband, Iwant to be able to please
him and dance like this for him," she
says looking at me for some
explanation of my presence.
glances at Lisa who looks like she
I
belonged posed in Penthouse or
Playboy and not recruiting me and
said, "I'mhere for a college class."
Sheleaves our table and sits nextto
amannear the center stage.
Lisaand theother womenare selling
dances. For $5 they will stand at your
table, between your legs, and dance.
They can dance or rather they can taut
and tease, shimmying close to a man's
lapand face asis humanly possible ina
pair of high heels. They do it well from
thelook of customers tracing the dance
with their eyes.
I
did not buy a dance although Iwas
offered them and my boyfriend, with
totally unselfish motives, thought it
wouldlend to this story.
For the customers who can't afford a
table dance or just prefer something
else, women dance and slowly strip on
center stage. Tables are pressed close
around the stage and the dancers walk
up to the customers and give a few
up-close jiggles and thrusts.
During a typical dance to two songs
the woman usually slowly peels off all

heels andearrings.
her clothes and probably wraps herself
poles,lays
stage
on
"Let's hear it for that gorgeous girl
around one of the
thrusts,
pelvic
making
the floor
or
on her first appearance tonight," says
her
butt
theaudience
and
then
the disc jockey as the womanleaves the
thrusts
to
(I'm
over
touch
her
and another comes from behind
stage
bends
to
toes.
not
inherently
sexy
but
these
must
be
the
dark
curtins.
sure
or seductivemoves since they occurred
The music never stops as the D.J.
so often.) For the last part of the dance
announces the next woman to perform
and strip herself.
sheis completely nude except for high
y»— ■■■■—■■■■■■—■■■■■■■■■■■■!

A few more women approach me
assuming that lam a man. Their faces
lit with the charm and anticipation of
selling a dance slide into smiles when
they discover whoI
am.
Slowly throughout the nightLisaand
theother women dance like fireflies in
the neon lights to unknown eyes.

■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■■-■■■■■■■■■I
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'Rate It X' lets men hang themselves
his being the bust, which he promptly

By Shelly Griffin
SpectatorPhoto/Graphics Editor

ate.

When two women make a movie
about men's use of women in advertising, pornography, sex shops and
society you expect to see a biased
feminist view of abuse and use. The
creators of "Rate It X" made a movie
about such a topic but without the
biases. Instead of going out with the
attitude of hanging men, they let men do
it to themselves.
Casual comments are caught by the
white-gloved interviewer, Lucy Winer,
and delved into, affording the men the
opportunity to stick their feet into their
mouths. A creatorof an adult video game
called "Custer's Revenge" where Custer
has to dodge arrows in order to rape a
Native American woman defends himself
by asserting that the woman smiles and
really enjoys herself when Custer scores.
A variety of justifications aremade by
themasculine worldfor acting as theydo
to women. A baker of bikinicd torsos
said he did not put ahead on the female
cakes because the head was not the most
important part of the woman. He then
told of all the favorite parts of the torso,

It's refreshing to see men have to
defend their professions and opinions.
Instead of accepting it all as law, the
interviewer calmly asked the men to
explain their comments. An advertising
agent who had draped a well-endowed
blond over a Bentley and computer
rationalized that all three are "quality
products." An elderlylegionnaire couldn't
comprehend why a boy would ask for a
doll for Christmas. He kept asking, "A
dog or adoil?"
Though the movie editing and camera
shots are not the cleanest pieces of work
around, the relaxed attitude allowed the
men to tell their stories. Each interviewee was in his environment, be it
behind a desk, in a dark hallway, in the
toy department ofa Kmart or among the
patrons at the country's largest sex
emporium.
The view of a microphone and a
white-gloved hand throughout "Rate It
X" tied thepiece together. Itlent a sense
of truthfulness to the whole thing,
demonstrating that the answers on film
were unprompted, unrehearsed and

authentic.

"Rate It X" is a movie about men's use of women in advertising,
pornography, sex shops, society and even Father's Day cakes.

Bangles left the audience wanting more

By Randy Dixon
Spectator Reporter

The Bangles came to Seattle last
week and followed theold entertainment
phraseof "leave 'em wanting more" a
lot more.
The Bangles set, including two encores, totalled a little more thananhour.
What they did was great. Their set hada
driving pace to it but you might have
missed it if you got up to go to the
bathroom.
The conceit didn't have asolid frame
to work from. The show started late, as
most concerts do and the opening band,
EIEIO, never really captured the audience's attention. After the opening set,
which was almost longer than the
Bangle's set, there was another lengthy
delay. Finally, the Bangles took to the

-

stage.

They played rousing songs from
their current LP "Different Light," but
thankfully included songs from their
previous LP, "AH Over the Place" and
their first EP, "The Bangles."
The first encore included their latest
release, "Walk Like an Egyptian" and
"Dover Beach" from "All Over the
Place." The second encore, which
seemed much more impromptu, was
"Want You" from their first EP.
Band members Susanna Hoffs,
Michael Steele and sisters Vicki and
DebbiPeterson pack alotof power.
They were really able to get the
audience going and dazzled them with
some goodguitar work and fantastic harmonics that showed the Beatles'
on the group.
The Bangles have definitely come a
g way since they formed in Los
Angeles in 1982. They have changed
their sound considerably from their punk
beginnings and their '60s influences.
The Bangles have come into their
own and hopefully have shed unfair
comparisons to the Go-Go's. They have
managed to combine all their influences
into a mainstream sound. Their arrangements are always interesting.
really liked
In fact, the one thing I
most about the concert was that they

played very little with the arrangements
of their songs.
It is so nice to hear the songs as
they were intended, instead of being
subjected to unrecognizable extended ver-

s jons of our favorite hits. Ithank them
for that.
ireany wisn they had played a
longer seL tarn a big, big Bangles fan
neither myself nor the crowd around

Thisholiday season,
get the"\Me Stuff'
at therightprice.
Now you can get the competitive
edge when classes begin in January. With a
Macintosh" personal computer, and all the
write extras.
We call it the Macintosh "Write Stuff"
bundle. You'llcall it a great deal!Because

thesaurus, medical or legal dictionaries,
Together with your favorite Macintosh word
processing software, you can transform
your notes into the clearest, most letter
perfect papers you ever turned out. And
turned in on time,
whatsmore neresa Macintosh
Support Kit filled with valuable accessories
and COmpUter care products from 3M.*
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keep your Macintosh running long after
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near letter-quality term papers or reports,
complete withgraphs,
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me had had enough. The Bangles have
enough talent and energy to carry a
longer show.
In the case of the Bangles, more
would definitelynot be less.

Piecora's
Delivers
New York
Pizza

TheOriginal 17" New York Pizza for only

$8.50, Calzones, Saladsand HotHeros.

Plusa fullline of Delisandwichesat Lunch
All just aroundthe corner Minimum
delivery order $8.00.

14thandEast Madison
Free delivery

322-9411
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Contact the Seattle University PurchasingOffice located in the
Bookstore Building.
(Extension5353)
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ANY 17" PIZZA
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Otter validonlyat Pyecotason
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OHefexpiresNov 30. 1986
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A Midsummer Night's Dream 50s-style was a dream
By Lisa Banks
Spectator Arts& EntertainmentEditor
"A Midsummer Night's Dream" is

not wnat it used to be, but Ithink

Shakespeare would stillbe pleased. The
Bathhouse Theater Company is currently

Oberon and Titania (Mark Drusch and Joyce Mycka-Stettler) appear at
the Athens High '67 reunion, while Puck (Dylan Marshall) clowns in the
foreground.

performing a 1950s rock 'n roll version
of Shakespeare'splay,and itis a dream
ofa show.
The Bathhouse production of "A
Midsummer Night's Dream" follows the
■original text with a few 19505' twists.
Instead of Athens,Greece, the play is set
in Athens High School, U.S.A. in 1957.
Periodrock hitsmatch the action and the
characters have been adapted to the
setting as well.
The play opens in 1967 at the
Athens High School 10-year reunion for
theclass of 1957. The action focuses on
thecharacters' memories of the good old
days when they were first coupling up.
Hermia (Karen Vesper) and Lysander
(G. Valmont Thomas) are hopelessly in
love and want to get married.
Unfortunately, Hermia's father Egeus
(Craig Huisenga) is against the marriage.
He had arranged for Hermia to marry
Demetrius (Randy Hoffmeyer). So
Egeus takes the problem to Principal
Theseus (William Crossett) to decide.
Theseusdeclares that Hermia must either
marry Demetriusor become a nun.
Thus, Hermia and Lysander plan to
run away and elope. Hermia tells her
friend Helena of their plan. Helena who
is in love with Demetrius tells him of
the plan as well. Demetrius chases after
Hermia and Helena chases after
Demetrius, as they all run off into the
woods.
In the woods, we find Oberon (Mark

Drusch) and Titania (Joyce
Mycka-Stettler), a quarrelling couple of
fairies. Titania is accompanied by her
fairy cheerleaders Pcaseblossom (Amie
Jo Williams), Cobweb (Tara Herivel),
Moth (Allison Barcott) andMustardseed
(Lara A.Smith). Oberon is accompanied
by Puck (Dylan Marshall), the
ever-present Shakespearean clown and
here, the classclown.
The fun begins as Oberon and Puck
play tricks on Titania and the others as
theyprance about the stage singing such
50s hits as "Why Do Fools Fall in
Love?," "LovePotion NumberNine" and
"Life Could BeaDream."
The Bathhouse Theater Company first
produced "AMidsummer Night's Dream"
50s style in 1981/82. Due to popular
demand, it has been revived. The play
opened this year on November 13 and
will run through November 30 at the
Moore Theater (the Bathhouse Theater
just wasn't big enough for such a big
production).
Director AmeZaslove did a wonderful
job with the cast members who gave an
excellent performance. If Shakespeare
rolledover in his grave, he probably had
a smile on his face.
to

$14

(student discounts are available

for

Tickets range

from $6JO

Tuesdayandmatinee performances) and
are available at all Ticketmasteroutlets.
They're goingfast!

'Clockwise' is on same level as a Disneyproduction
By Kris Echigo
SpectatorReporter

The only scent of "Monty Python" in
"Clockwise"-- a new film starring John
Cteese, is the British accent. The man
who won victories for the demented and
battles for the bizarre,has sold out to the
mainstream.
In "Clockwise," there is no speck of
raunch, twisted humor or low-budget
originality that gave "Monty Python"
cult status. It's a measly, light PG
movie deserving of politelaughter. And
then it's over. "Python" fans will be
sadly let down. This "cute" slapstick
comedy ison the same level as a Disney
production.
Cleese plays a strict headmaster of a
"commoner" school. He is obsessed
with time. He runs his small state
schoollike an army preparing for war.
However, his dilligent work and
punctuality finally pay off when he is
awarded Chairman of the Illustrious
Headmasters' Conference. This is a
grand historic moment for the proud
headmaster since a common school has
never been invited to the prestigious
conference whichconsists of headmasters
from only the rich and independent
schools.
Optimistically, he sets off to Norwich
where the conference is to take place.
Unfortunately, a mixture of arrogance

and confusion land him on the wrong
train.
There are three senile old women in
this film that make it watchable. They
don't have anything to do with the plot.
They look like old women kidnapped off
the boat in the movie "Cocoon." In any
case, they just enter and exit the movie
like a re-occurring dream. This knitting
needle triohas no perception of time, nor
do they care. Thus, their only
significance in this film is the
contradiction between them and the
punctual headmaster.
This is the beginning of the
headmaster's law abiding, punctual
demise. He employs a young female
student to drive him to Norwich.
Togetherthey break laws and defy moral
standards just so the headmaster can
make it on time.
Realizinghe might not make it to the
conference, the defeated headmaster
becomes human. He sees that his
pathetic addiction to time has made
others suffer as well as himself.
Apparently, this is a movie with a
(yawn)deepmoral.
"Clockwise" is amovie to see without
hope that Cleese will be funny. The old
women add the only oxygen to this
movie which also seemed too long. I
believe the headmaster and Iglanced at
our watches simultaneously at one point
in the film. The ending is notexactly a
climactic finale. The movie is so

boxcd-in that it only has one way to end
whichis predictable after anhour.
Comparing "Clockwise" to lunch, it

rates a lettuce salad. It's alright if that's

all you want, but if you're hungry, see
something else.
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Stimpson (John Cleese), the proper headmaster, stranded with Laura
(SharonMaiden), at a monastery in "Clockwise."

WANT A REWARDING
CHALLENGE?
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The Seattle University Spectator is now accepting
applications for staff positionsbeginningWinter Quarter.

GENTLE DENTISTRY

The applicants will be paid by tuition remission.
Please submit as soon as possible cover letter and resume.
Deadline is N0v.30

IN A FRIENDLY, OPEN ENVIRONMENT
MICHAEL E. HRANKOWSKI, D.D.S.
726 Broadway. Suite ,*O2
Seattle WA o*\ll
M5-7436

For information, please contact John Teehan at the
Spectator at 626-6850.
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By Angle Babcock
Spectator Sports Editor

I"
:
Okay, let's face it. How many of us 1
; wouldn't be at SU anymore if a drug!
; testing program were implemented?
)',
--

J know you'relying. Admit it students,!
J faculty and staff. Our society has the!
J most modern technology in drugs and!
! there are users out there. What's the!

; answer to this dilemma? Could itbe drug ]
; testing?
I
J Absolutely not.

|

\^

"Piss on it."

!

p

! Drug testing is an extreme
! infringment on our rights guaranteed to
! us by the constitution. It's sickening to
!' think anyone in the government ever
thought it up. Let's grow up folks.
I'm not focusing on just the testing of
■ athletes or federal workers,I'm focusing
i on everyone. It's out there in the
i workforce. Engineers at Boeing,
! journalists, psychologists etc. Cough
! medicines, cold medicines and even a
!* six-pack of Coke can show positive
results in the test the NCAA uses for its
! athletes. This seems really fair and
! accurateto me,how about you?(HA!)
I How can we, as citizens of a country
i set up on personal freedom, submit to
! suchan infringment as drug testing? We
! should be able to do the drugs we want
! to do, if we want to.I'm not condoning
! the use of drugs and I'm not condeming
i it either. All I'm saying is we have a
! chose. After all, it's a "free country."
I Isn't it?
! So, what's the answer? Well, if we
! honestly feel our country has a problem
! with drugs then let's focus on caring for
) the problem, not condeming and firing
[ people for it. That's not going to stop
| the usage. Let's start more government
| funded programming for these people.
| More hotlines, more policeing, more
; understanding. It's not easy retracting
;
! fromanaddiction.
| Granted most associations which;
| actually use a drug test system have a;
J path they set up for those persons tested;
positive. They go through counseling or ]
education. But, my god, how )
embarassing! There goes the right to j
privacy!
While there is no easy answer to the j
|drug test question we must realize that J
Iwe have established rights and no one is \
\ going to test my urine!
IVUWMM/VU\IWUVVWWWNAAVVVU

NAIA policy requires drugedscreening
By Angie Babcock
Spectator Sports Editor

The National Association of Intercollegiate Athletics is
catching up with the National Collegiate Athletics
Association in requiring some sort of drug screening
program.
Seattle University has received notification that as of Jan.
1, 1987 the school must develop and submit a "philosophy
statement...which expresses the institution's position on
substance abuse and its relationship to the student-athlete."
The statement must include plans for the university's
substance abuse education program and drug screening
program.
Each member of the NAIA is asked to develop a drug
education program, which according to Bob Johnson, SU's
Men'sBasketball coach, isof vital importance.
"I think the most important thing right now is to educate
youngpeople about drugs and I'vedone that in my program
in terms of having people from different programs come in
and meet with themand show them movies," hesaid. "Iplan
to do that throughout the year."
Another stipulation set up by the policy is to establish
and institute a drug screeningprogram for student-athletes.
The NAIA does allow for flexibility in this configuration.
The institution could have a "voluntary drug testing
program... with the student-athletes beingapproached on the
basis of this being an important point in making a positive

a) Fiveminutesinto "The Lawrence Welle Show.

b) About a week before your birthday.
c) When you just wantto tell them youmiss
them, andthat you ate the last of Grandma's
chocolate-chip cookies this morning.
There's nothinggrandparents likebetter than a callfrom a
grandchild incollege. But ifyoudo accidentally happen to interruptLawrence, you ought to have something worth telling them.
For example, you could mentionthat youcalled using
AT&T LongDistance Service because youcan depend on AT&T's
highquality serviceand exceptional value.
And then youcan tell themthat AT&T gives you
immediate creditifyoudial a wrongnumber.
And that youcancount on AT&T for
clear long distanceconnections.
_jjjP ya^%
Finally, of course, youshould
quickly reassure them that
.WN w&* *"% ±&&

.^^^^^

you're eating
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InCalif. (213)477-8226
Or, rush $2 00 to: Research Assistance
11322 Idaho Aye #206-SN, Los Angeles. CA90025
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statement with regard to athletics." Theother two choices the
university may make is to require a random testing,
sampling some of the student-athletes or requiring testing of
all student-athletes.
According to Andy Thon,S.J.,assistant vice-president for
Student Life, SUis not certain whatroad to take.
Currently, Thon, Reba Lucey and Shirley Shampoo, both
of Connolly Center are composing the philosophy statement
which will be sent to the NAIA by Jan. 1, 1987 and
implementedby Jan. 1, 1988.
The NAIA will allow the drug screeningprocess to take
place in steps if that is what the institution desires.
"A drug screeningprogram the first year could consist of
having student-athletes complete a well designed
questionnaire to identify the usage, the pressures and
concerns that students have with "street drugs', sport
enhancement drugs, alcohol and tabacco."
"At this school inparticular, I'm not getting a scholarship
to play basketball or any sport so its my business what Ido
on my time as long asI'm capable of playing and the coach
likes what he sees in my playing," says Dean Welfringer, a
team member. "What Ido on my time is my business no
oneelse's.I
would not be tested."
Another player Tony Pope adds, "I think drug testing is
fine because basically,Idon't do drugs or drink andIfeel that
if somebody's playing a sport, regardless of what it is,they
should be in the best shape they cam be in...but Ihope it
(drug testing) would not be mandatory."

WHEN IS THE RIGHT TIME TO
CAU. YOUR GRANDPARENTS?
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Men out hustle Alumni SU catches a winnerfrom UW
By Marty Niland
Spectator Reporter

By Steve Guintoli
SpectatorReporter

With the regular season ready to start
on Friday, the Seattle University's Men's
basketball team will begin ona good
noteas the Chieftains wontheir opener
against the Alumni,110-106, at
Connolly onlast Saturday.
Inaclose battle that was not decided
until the end,SU's speedy fastbreaks and
strong defense outlasted the older cagers.
TheChieftains were poweredby Scott
Harris and TonyPope,each scoring 24
points. AndKevin Bailey, who scored
20.
For the Alumni,Kevin Suther
(1976-78) ledall scoring with 33 points.
Others indouble figures were Eugene
McClanahan (1981-83) 16 points;Keith
Harell (1975-79) 14 points; andCarl
Ervin (1977-79) 12 points.
"We just did not give up,and we
continued to play hard," saidCoachBob
Johnson,analysing the team's first
performance. "We played alittle smarter
towards theend and took better shots."
The Alumni,who werecoached by
Tom Shaules (1960-62), used their
height advantageto dunk theball.The
Cheiftains answered with their display of
dunking theballon therun.
Pope, a 6-foot-6 junior transfer from
LongBeach, CA,amy be thebest
addition to theChieftains this year. He
led SU's quick attack witha game-high
five steals and pulled down seven
rebounds.
"Itwas fun," saidPope. "You try to
take itas seriously as possible and keep
remembering itisan Alumni game,but
when those bigguys arecoming down
and dunking,you know that they are
trying to beatus."
,Leading61-57 at halftime,SUlost the
leadin the second period butregained it
whenChris Church scored two free
throws with 58 seconds left. Church
sealed thewin with two more free throws
in the last four seconds of the game.
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James Gore, alumni team, keeps
a step behind Kevin Bailey, SU

men's team.

Coach Johnson felt that a big factor in
the game was SU's surge to theboards
for rebounds latein the game and their
continual defensive pressure.
Atahalftimc award presentation,
Eddie Miles,SUalumnus and former
Detroit Piston,presentedClaude Norris,
St., andBob Klug awards honoring them
for outstanding contributions to SU.
Norris was a former trainerand Klugran
the stats for 25 years.

r.lflssifSed Ad&
BRAND NEW, 5 minutes to
campus. One and two bedrooms. Deck
and dishwasher, parking. $330,
$470-$530. 632-7770.
AIRLINE JOBS $15,000-$70,000/yr

Now hiring. Call 805-687-6000 Ext. A-6111
for current job list
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747-0188.
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MUST SELL! '80 MAZDA 626 5
spd. Owner left country. Kenwood
Stero & Booster. $1600 o.b.o. Good
cond. Reliable. Serious party only.Call
after 6 p.m. Sam: 634-3789
OFF-CAMPUS STATE WORK
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PROCESS MAIL FROM HOME!!!
$100 Per envelope per instructions!!!^
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Papers,
DissertationSi
„Manuscripts,
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Seattle
University
Child
Development Center offers part and BUSINESS PROSE. 367-2434.
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You could say that God brought Pam
Clark to Seattle University, or you could
say it is just a wonderful twist of fate
that the 5*11" senior is on the Lady
Chieftains basketball team.
You'd be right either way but no
matter what the reason for her being
here, the Lady Chiefs stand to benefit
greatly from the skilland experience she
brings to their frontcourt this season.
Clark is a transfer from the University
of Washington, where she played the
past three seasons. In addition to
playing various minor roles on some
very strong UW teams that posted 26-2
and 23-5 records in their past two
seasons, Clark has toured with Athletes
In Action, a team of Christian athletes
who tour the world, playing various
college and national amateurteams.
It was her love of God, her love of
basketball and a chance to rejoin some
talented former teammates that brought
her to SU to finish her college career.
By playing for SU this season, Clark
hopes to rekindle her enthusiasm for her
sport and to use her knowledge and
experience, as well as her leadership
capabilities, to the Lady Chief advantage.
"Playing basketball is like having a
full time job," said Clark, "and the
program at UW was very busy trying to
compete with the men. Things were
very serious and it got to the point where
it was more like work then playing a
game."
UW's third change in coaches since
she was recruited and a lack of identity
with the goals of the Husky women's
grogram prompted Clark to leave the
teamafter last season.
Although sh.e wanted to finish her
education at a quality school, she still
wanted to play basketball. When shehad
the opportunity to join the SU team, she
went for itlike aclutchrebound.
A major factor in her decision was the
presence of several former teammateson
the Lady Chieftain roster. Karen Bishop,
62", who teamed with Clark at UW in
1984-85 and former North Kitsap High
School teammates, Katrina Baldwin and
Michelle Hackett, who helpedproduce a
championship at that school, are also
members of the 1986-87 Lady Chief
squad and Clark hopes to keep the old
teamwork alive this year. "We thought
we'd get together and throw itaround one
more time," she laughed.
Her enthusiasm seems renewed and for
good reason, she brings enormous
potential to the SU frontcourt, not only
inher experienceand leadershipqualities
but in scoring and rebounding as well,
areas of her game that have been
frustrated inher previous collegeplay.
As a high school All-American at
North Kitsap, Clark was a major force
on the inside,averaging 13 rebounds and
15.7 points a game. During the AIA
tour, she showed great scoring and
rebounding abilities, averaging 10.3
points and 7.3 boards a game, tops on
the team in both categories.
But in the NCAA her fortunes were
not as good. Although she worked her
way into the UW offense, her numbers
dropped off from her high school totals
and stiff competition andlimited playing
time kept her from posting stats like
those with AIA. Her collegiate bests so
far arc ninepoints and eightrebounds.
But reuniting with former UW
teammate Bishop in a program that

promotesa physical inside game and an
opportunity to play a major role in the

Lady Chiefs gameplan may be thecure
for her scoring andrebounding ailments.
Clark hopes her renewed enthusiasm
for her game will catch on to her Lady
Chieftain teammates and she feels it's
starting to work. "We're out there
playing for the fun of it, not because it
means money," she explained, "We're
out there because we want to be out
there, not because we have to be out
there."
Religion has played a major role in
Clark's life as wellas herathletic career.
Her calling came early in life, as she
travelled with her parents to Liberia at
age seven, where her family worked as
missionaries with the Christian
Literature Crusade.
"We would go to the orphanages and
conduct meetings," she said of her
family's work in the area. In her eight
years in the African country, Clark saw
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Pam Clark, a promising transfer
from UW, shoots for the hoop.
the AIA team several times. "I always
thought it would be fun to mix
basketball and Christianity," she said.
Since joining the team, Clark has
enjoyed her playing time considerably.
Playing withothers who have the same
sense of spiritual guidance helps her
enjoy her game to a higher degree than
she wouldon an ordinary team.
Off the court, she and other area
Christian athletes are active in the
Fellowship of Christian Athletes. "It's a
group of people who share the common
bond of sports and Jesus Christ," she
said of the organization, which meets
weekly at the UW to study theBible and
share experiences. Theirprograms often
include guest speakers, and sometimes
professional athletes.
Clark finds the atmosphere at SU to
be friendlier than that at UW andmore in
line with her ideals. I'mreally glad to be
here, because the classes are more open
to God," sheexplained.

